
Appendix B.1 Crosswalk for Personal Retirement Accounts
2008 SIPP Waves 5 & 8 Topical Module --> 2014 SSA Supplement

2008 SIPP SSA Supplement

2008 SIPP 2008 SIPP 2008 SIPP SSA Supplement SSA Supplement SSA Supplement
Instrument Name Variable 1. Question Description Instrument Name Variable Question Description

IRA/KEOGH
AIRA053_IRA IIRAYN Does person have an IRA account in own name?                      IRAKEOGHPRE EIRAYN At any time in 2013, did person own any IRA or Keogh accounts?
AIRA060_KEO IKEOGHYN Does person have a KEOGH account in own name? 2.

AIRA054_IRACON IIRACONT Did person make tax-deduct IRA contributions applied to last tax return? IRAKEOGHCONT EIRACONT
Did person make any contributions which applied to IRA or Keogh accounts in 
2013?

AIRA061_KEOCON IKEOGHCN
Did person make tax-deduct KEOGH contributions applied to last tax 
return?

Not Asked IRAKEOGHTAXDEF EIRADEF Are person's contributions to IRA or Keogh accounts tax-deferred?

AIRA055_IRAAMT TTAXCONT Amount of tax-deductable IRA contributions applied to last tax return IRAKEOGHAMT TIRAAMT Amount person contributed to IRA or Keogh accounts in 2013? 

AIRA062_KEOAMT TTXKEOGH Amount of tax-deductable KEOGH contributions applied to last tax return 2.

AIRA056_IRAWD IIRAWDL Did person make any withdrawals from his/her IRA accounts in past year? IRAKEOGHWDL EIRAWDL Did person receive any distributions from IRA or Keogh accounts in 2013?
AIRA063_KEOWD IKEOGHWD Did person make withdrawals from KEOGH accounts in past year? 2.

AIRA057_IRAWAT TAMTIRA Amount of withdrawals from IRA accounts in past year IRAKEOGHREC TIRAWDLAMT Amount person received from IRA or Keogh accounts in 2013
AIRA064_KEOWAT TATKEOGH Amount of withdrawals from KEOGH accounts in past year 2.

EMPLOYEE PLANS

AIRA068_401 ITHRFTYN
Did person have employee plan, like 401k, 403b, or thrift plan, in own 
name? 401PRE ETHRFTYN Did person have employee plan, like 401k, 403b, 503b, or thrift plans in 2013? 

Not Asked 401CONT ETHFTCNTYN Did person make contributions which applied to employee plans in 2013?
AIRA069_401CON TTHFTCNT Amount person contributed to employee plan in past year 401AMT TTHFTCNT Amount person contributed to employee plans in 2013
AIRA070_401WD ITHFTWDL Did person make withdrawals from employee plan in past year? 401DIST ETHFTWDL Did person receive any distributions from employee plans in 2013?
AIRA072_401WAT TTHFTAMT Amount of withdrawals from employee plan in past year 401REC TTHFTAMT Amount person received from employee plans in 2013

1. These TM variables were not edited in the 2008 SIPP Panel
2. IRA and KEOGH are combined in the same questions in 2014 SIPP and the SSA Supplement

 



Appendix B.2 Crosswalk for Pensions 
2008 SIPP Waves 3, 11 Topical Module --> 2014 SSA Supplement

2008 SIPP SSA Supplement
2008 SIPP 2008 SIPP 2008 SIPP SSA Supplement SSA Supplemen SSA Supplement
Instrument Name Variable Question Description Instrument Name Variable Question Description

PR1_PR090 RMNJBBS
Was person's primary source of work-related income during the last 4 months from the job 
or the business? PR1_RMNJBBS ERMNJBBS Currently, is person's primary source of work-related income from the job or the business?

Not Asked PR2_EMPLOC EMULTLOC Does person's employer operate in more than one location? (if main job)
PR3_PR110 EHEREMPL Verify number of employees at employer location where person works PR3_TOTEMPL TTOTEMPL  How many people are employed by person's employer at all locations? 
PR4_PR120 TTOTEMPL Number of employees at all locations where employer operates PR4_HEREMPL EHEREMPL How many people are employed at employer location where person works?
PR4A_PR121 TBUSTOTL Verify number of employees at all employer locations (if self-employed) PR4A_BUSTOTL TBUSTOTL How many people, including person, are employed by main business? 
PR5_PR130 EWKSYEAR How many weeks does person work during the year? Not Asked
PR6_PR140@1 TNUMLEN How many years/months has person been working for job/business? Not Asked
PR6_PR140@2 EMTHYEAR Does the number refer to months or years? Not Asked

PR7_PR150 EPENSNYN
Does person's employer have any kind of pension or retirement plans for anyone in the 
company or organization? PR7_PENSION_YN EPENSNYN

Does person's employer have any kind of pension or retirement plans for anyone in the company 
or organization?

PR8_PR160 EINCPENS Is person included in pension or retirement plan? PR8_INCPENS EINCPENS Is person included in pension or retirement plan?
PR9_1PR170@1 - 
PR9_14PR170@1

ENOINA01 - 
ENOINA14 Why is person not included in pension or retirement plan?

PR9_RNOINCA1 - 
PR9_RNOINCA14 

ENOINA01 - 
ENOINA14 Why is person not included in pension or retirement plan?

PR10_PR180 ETDEFFEN Is plan like a 401k, where workers' contributions to the plan are tax deferred? PR10_TAXDEFPEN ETDEFFEN Is plan like a 401k, where workers' contributions to the plan are tax deferred?

PR11_PR190 EMULTPEN Number of different pension or retirement plans person has at this job/business PR11_MULTPEN EMULTPEN Number of different pension or retirement plans person has at this job/business

PR12_PR200 E1PENTYP Type of plan of only or first most important retirement plan on this job/business PR12_PENTYPE1 E1PENTYP Type of plan of only or first most important retirement plan on this job/business

PR13_PR210 E2PENTYP Type of plan of second most important retirement plan on this job/business PR13_PENTYPE2 E2PENTYP Type of plan of second most important retirement plan on this job/business

PR14_PR220 E1PENCTR Does person contribute money to first plan, like through payroll deductions? PR14_PENCONTR1 E1PENCTR Does person contribute money to first plan, like through payroll deductions?
PR14A_PR220A E1TAXDEF Are person's contributions to first plan tax-deferred? PR14A_TAXDEF1 E1TAXDEF Are person's contributions to first plan tax-deferred?

PR14B_PR220B E1RECBEN
If person was to leave job/business now or within the next few months, could person 
eventually receive some benefits from this first plan when reaching retirement age? PR14B_RECBEN1 E1RECBEN

If person was to leave job/business now or within the next few months, could person eventually 
receive some benefits from this first plan when reaching retirement age?

PR14C_PR220C E1LVLMPS If person left job now, could person receive lump-sum payment from first plan? PR14C_LVLMPS1 E1LVLMPS If person left job now, could person receive lump-sum payment from first plan?
PR15_PR230 T1YRSINC How many years has person been included in first plan? PR15_YRSINCL1 T1YRSINC How many years has person been included in first plan?
PR16_PR231 E1SSOFST Will person's benefits from plan be increased/decreased due to Soc Sec? Not Asked

Not Asked
PR16A_PENFREEZ1 E1PENFRZ

As of today, is person's pension benefits in most important plan increasing with additional 
earnings and/or years of service, or are benefits no longer increasing?

PR17_PR232 T1YRCONT How much has person's job/business contributed to first plan in the last year? PR17_CONTRB1 T1YRCONT How much has person's job/business contributed to first plan in the last 12 months?

PR18_PR233 T1TOTAMT Total amount of money in first plan's account as of end of reference period (month 4) PR18_TOTAMT1 T1TOTAMT As of today, total amount of money in first plan's account

PR20_PR240 E2PENCTR Does person contribute money to second plan, like through payroll deductions? PR20_PENCONTR2 E2PENCTR Does person contribute money to second plan, like through payroll deductions?
PR20A_PR240A E2TAXDEF Are person's contributions to second plan tax-deferred? PR20A_TAXDEF2 E2TAXDEF Are person's contributions to second plan tax-deferred?



PR20B_PR240B E2RECBEN
If person was to leave job/business now or within the next few months, could person 
eventually receive some benefits from this second plan when reaching retirement age? PR20B_RECBEN2 E2RECBEN

If person was to leave job/business now or within the next few months, could person eventually 
receive some benefits from this second plan when reaching retirement age?

PR20C_PR240C E2LVLMPS If person leaves job now, could person receive lump-sum payment from second plan? PR20C_LVLMPS2 E2LVLMPS If person leaves job now, could person receive lump-sum payment from second plan?
PR21_PR250 T2YRSINC How many years has person been included in second plan? PR21_YRSINCL2 T2YRSINC How many years has person been included in second plan?
PR22_PR251 E2SSOFST Will person's benefits from 2nd plan be increased/decreased due to SS? Not Asked

Not Asked
PR22A_PENFREEZ2. E2PENFRZ

As of today, is person's pension benefits in second most important plan increasing with additional 
earnings and/or years of service, or are benefits no longer increasing?

PR23_PR252 T2YRCONT How much has person's job/business contributed to second plan in the last year? PR23_CONTRB2 T2YRCONT How much has person's job/business contributed to second plan in the last 12 months?

PR24_PR253 T2TOTAMT Total amount of money in second plan's account as of end of reference period (month 4) PR24_TOTAMT2 T2TOTAMT As of today, total amount of money in second plan's account?

PR26_PR260 E3TAXDEF
Confirming if person's job/business does or does not offer tax-deferred plans (like 401k, 
pre-tax, salary reduction,or 403b plans) to any employee PR26_TAXDEF3 E3TAXDEF

Confirming if person's job/business does or does not offer tax-deferred plans (like 401k, pre-tax, 
salary reduction,or 403b plans) to any employee

PR27_PR270 E3PARTIC Does person participate in the tax-deferred pension or retirement plan? PR27_PARTIC3 E3PARTIC Does person participate in the tax-deferred pension or retirement plan?
PR28_1PR280@1 - 
PR28_14PR280@1

ENOINB01 - 
ENOINB14 Why is person not included in tax-deferred pension or retirement plan?

PR28_RNOINCB1 - 
PR28_RNOINCB14

ENOINB01 - 
ENOINB14 Why is person not included in tax-deferred pension or retirement plan?

PR28A_PR281 EMATCHYN
Does person's employer provide a matching contribution, or contribute to the tax-deferred 
plan in any other way? PR28A_MATCHCTR EMATCHYN

Does person's employer provide a matching contribution, or contribute to the tax-deferred plan in 
any other way? 

PR29_PR290 EFUTPART Does person expect to start participating in this tax-deferred plan in the next few years? PR29_FUTUREPT EFUTPART Does person expect to start participating in this tax-deferred plan in the next few years? 

PR30_PR300@1 TSLFCON1 Amount person contributes to most important tax-deferred plan - dollar amount PR30_SLFCONT1 TSLFCON1 Amount person contributes to most important or tax-deferred plan - dollar amount

PR30_PR300@2 ESLFCON2 Frequency of contributions to most important tax-deferred plan-per wk, biwk, mon, qtr, yr PR30_SLFCONT3 ESLFCON2 Frequency of contributions to most important or tax-deferred plan-per wk, biwk, mon, qtr, yr 

PR30_PR300@3 ESLFCON3 Amount person contributes to most important tax-deferred plan - as percent of salary PR30_SLFCONT2 ESLFCON3 Amount person contributes to most important or tax-deferred plan - as percent of salary 
PR31_PR310 EEMPCONT Does person's employer contribute to most important tax-deferred plan? PR31_EMPCONT EEMPCONT Does person's employer contribute to most important or tax-deferred plan?

PR32_PR320 ECONTDEP
Does the amount the person's employer contributes to the plan depend entirely, partly, or 
not at all on the amount the person puts in? PR32_CONTDEP ECONTDEP

Does the amount the person's employer contributes to the plan depend entirely, partly, or not at 
all on the amount the person puts in?

PR33_PR330@1 TJBCONT1 Amount employer contributes to most important tax-deferred plan - dollar amount PR33_CONT1 TJBCONT1 Amount employer contributes to most important or tax-deferred plan - dollar amount

PR33_PR330@1A EJBCONT2 Frequency of contributions to most important tax-deferred plan-per wk, biwk, mon, qtr, yr PR33_CONT3 EJBCONT2 Frequency of contributions to most important or tax-deferred plan-per wk, biwk, mon, qtr, yr

PR33_PR330@2 EJBCONT3 Amount employer contributes to most important tax-deferred plan - as percent of salary PR33_CONT2 EJBCONT3 Amount person contributes to most important or tax-deferred plan - as percent of salary 

PR33_PR330@3 EJBCONT4 Through what other sources does employer contribute to plan - profits or it varies? PR33_CONT4 EJBCONT4 Through what other sources does employer contribute to plan - profits or it varies?
PR34_PR340 EINVCHOS Can person choose how any of the money in plan is invested? PR34_INVCHOS EINVCHOS Can person choose how any of the money in plan is invested?

PR35_PR350 EINVSDEC Can person choose how all of the money in plan is invested or just part of it? PR35_INVALLPT EINVSDEC Can person choose how all of the money in plan is invested or just part of it?
PR36_1PR360@1-8 EHOWINV1-8 How are the current contributions to this account being invested? Not Asked

PR37_PR370 EMOSTINV Of investment types mentioned above in PR36, which one has largest contribution? Not Asked

PR38_PR380 T3TOTAMT
Total amount of money in most important tax-deferred account as of end of reference 
period (month 4) PR38_TOTAMT3 T3TOTAMT

As of today, what was the total amount of money in person's most important or tax-deferred 
account?

PR40_PR391 EPENLOAN Has person ever taken out any money from a plan in the form of a loan? PR40_PENLOAN EPENLOAN Has person ever taken out any money from a plan in the form of a loan?
PR41_PR392 ELETLOAN Does person's pension or retirement plan permit loan withdrawals? PR41_LETLOAN ELETLOAN Does person's pension or retirement plan permit loan withdrawals?
PR42_PR393 TLOANBAL What is the current outstanding balance due from that loan? PR42_LOANBAL TLOANBAL As of today, what is the outstanding balance due from that loan?



PR44_PR400 EOTHRPEN Does person have pension or retirement plans from any other current jobs or businesses? PR44_OTHRPEN EOTHRPEN Does person have pension or retirement plans from any other current jobs or businesses? 

PR45_PR410 EPREVPEN Has person ever had pension or retirement plans from any previous jobs or businesses? PR45_PREVPEN EPREVPEN Has person ever had pension or retirement plans from any previous jobs or businesses? 

PR46_PR420 EPREVEXP
Are there any previous plans from which person has not yet received any benefits, but 
expects to receive them in the future? PR46_PREVEXP EPREVEXP

Are there any previous plans from which person has not yet received any benefits, but expects to 
receive them in the future?

PR47_PR430 TPREVYRS
How many years did person work on the job from which person expects to receive this 
pension? PR47_PREVYRS TPREVYRS How many years did person work on the job from which person expects to receive this pension?

PR47A_PR431 EWHNLEFT What year did person leave job with previous plan w/ benefits not yet received? PR47A_WHENLEFT TWHNLEFT What year did person leave job with previous plan w/ benefits not yet received?

PR48_PR440 EPREVTYP

Will the amount of persons's retirement benefits (from previous plan) be determined by a 
formula such as one based on earnings and years of service or will the benefits be based on 
the total amount of money held in an individual account? PR48_PREVTYP EPREVTYP

Will the amount of persons's retirement benefits (from previous plan) be determined by a formula 
such as one based on earnings and years of service or will the benefits be based on the total 
amount of money held in an individual account?

PR49_PR450 TPREVAMT Total amount of money in previous plan account as of end of reference period (month 4) PR49_PREVAMT TPREVAMT As of today, what is the total amount of money in previous plan account? 

PR51_PR461 EPREWITH When can person withdraw money from previous plan - now or at retirement age? PR51_PREVWTHDR EPREWITH When can person withdraw money from previous plan - now or at retirement age?

PR52_PR470 EPREVLMP

Has person ever received a lump-sum payment from a pension or retirement plan from a 
previous job, including any lump sums that may have been directly rolled over to another 
plan or to an IRA? PR52_PREVLUMP EPREVLMP

Has person ever received a lump-sum payment from a pension or retirement plan from a previous 
job, including any lump sums that may have been directly rolled over to another plan or to an IRA?

PR52A_PR471 EWHYLEFT Why did person leave previous job? PR52A_PREVRLEFT EWHYLEFT Why did person leave previous job?

PR53_PR480 ESURVLMP
Has person ever received survivor benefits in the form of a lump-sum payment from 
someone else's pension or retirement plan? PR53_SURVLUMP ESURVLMP

Has person ever received survivor benefits in the form of a lump-sum payment from someone 
else's pension or retirement plan?

PR54_PR490 ELUMPNUM Total number of lump-sum payments person received, including rollovers PR54_LUMPNUM ELUMPNUM Total number of lump-sum payments person received, including rollovers
PR55_PR500 ELMPYEAR Year person received lump-sum payment or rollover PR55_LUMPYEAR TLMPYEAR Year person received lump-sum payment or rollover
PR56_PR510 ELUMPN97 Did person also receive any lump-sum payments in 2011?  (Wave 11) PR56_LUMPREVYR ELUMPN97 Did person also receive any lump-sum payments in 2013?
PR57_PR520 ELUMPSRC What was the source of the lump-sum payment received this/last year? PR57_LUMPSRC ELUMPSRC What was the source of the lump-sum payment received this/last year?
PR58_PR521 ELUMPHOW Was withdrawal of lump-sum money voluntary or required? PR58_LUMPWHOW ELUMPWHOW Was withdrawal of lump-sum money voluntary or required?
PR59_PR530 TLUMPTOT Total amount of lump-sum payment or rollover PR59_LUMPTOT TLUMPTOT Total amount of lump-sum payment or rollover 

PR61_PR550 ELUMPREC Did person actually receive the money, or was it rolled over into another plan or an IRA? PR61_LUMPREC ELUMPREC Did person actually receive the money, or was it rolled over into another plan or an IRA?

PR62_PR560 ELMPROLL
After receiving the lump-sum payment, did person then roll any of the money over into 
another retirement plan or into an IRA? PR62_LUMPROLL ELMPROLL

After receiving the lump-sum payment, did person then roll any of the money over into another 
retirement plan or into an IRA?

PR63_PR570 ELMPWHER Did person roll it over into another employer plan, individual annuity, IRA, or other plan? PR63_LUMPWHER ELMPWHER Did person roll it over into another employer plan, individual annuity, IRA, or other plan? 
PR64_PR571 ELUMPENT Did person roll over the entire amount or just part of it? PR64_LUMPENT ELUMPENT Did person roll over the entire amount or just part of it?
PR65_1PR580@1 - 
PR65_19PR580@1

ELMPSP01 - 
ELMPSP19 How did person use the money from the lump sum received?

PR65_LUMPUSE1 - 
PR65_LUMPUSE19 

ELUMPSP01 - 
ELUMPSP19 How did person use the money from the lump sum received?

PR66_1PR600@1 EPENLNG1

Person received some pension or retirement income other than Social Security during 
reference period (from month 1 through month 4), and will  continue receiving these 
benefits for - rest of life PR66_PENLNGTH1 EPENLNG1

Person received some pension or retirement income other than Social Security, and will  continue 
receiving these benefits for - rest of life

PR66_2PR600@1 EPENLNG2

Person received some pension or retirement income other than Social Security during 
reference period (from month 1 through month 4), and will  continue receiving these 
benefits for -  a limited number of payments PR66_PENLNGTH2 EPENLNG2

Person received some pension or retirement income other than Social Security, and will  continue 
receiving these benefits for -  a limited number of payments

PR66_3PR600@1 EPENLNG3

Person received some pension or retirement income other than Social Security during 
reference period (from month 1 through month 4), and will  continue receiving these 
benefits for - a single lump-sum payment PR66_PENLNGTH3 EPENLNG3

Person received some pension or retirement income other than Social Security, and will  continue 
receiving these benefits for - a single lump-sum payment

PR67_PR610 EPENNUMB Did person receive pension or retirement income from more than one plan? PR67_PENMORE EPENNUMB Did person receive pension or retirement income from more than one plan?

PR68_PR620 EPENNUMS Number of different plans from which person received pension or retirement income PR68_PENNUMS EPENNUMS Number of different plans from which person received pension or retirement income



PR69_PR640 EPENSRCE
Does this pension benefit come from person's former job or business, or does it come from 
a former spouse's job or business? PR69_PENSRCE EPENSRCE

Does this pension benefit come from person's former job or business, or does it come from a 
former spouse's job or business?

PR70_PR650 EPENWHEN What year did person begin receiving this pension or retirement income? PR70_PENWHEN TPENWHEN What year did person begin receiving this pension or retirement income?

PR71_PR660 EPENBASE
Was the amount of this pension payment based on years of service and pay, or on amount 
of money held in an individual account for person? PR71_PENBASE EPENBASE

Was the amount of this pension payment based on years of service and pay, or on amount of 
money held in an individual account for person?

PR72_PR670 EPENSURV Were reduced benefits taken in order to elect a survivor's option? PR72_PENSURV EPENSURV Were reduced benefits taken in order to elect a survivor's option?

PR73_PR680 EPENINCR Has the amount of person's pension payment ever increased for any reason? PR73_PENINCR EPENINCR Has the amount of person's pension payment ever increased for any reason?

PR74_PR690 EPENCOLA Does person's pension plan provide for automatic cost-of-living adjustments (COLAs)? PR74_PENCOLA EPENCOLA Does person's pension plan provide for automatic cost-of-living adjustments (COLAs)?

PR75_PR700 EPENDECR Did the amount of person's pension payment ever decreased for any reason? PR75_PENDECR EPENDECR Did the amount of person's pension payment ever decreased for any reason?

PR76_PR710 TPENAMT1 Amount person received each month from this plan when first receiving payments PR76_PENAMT1 TPENAMT1 Amount person received each month from this plan when first receiving payments

PR77_PR720 TPENSAMT Amount person currently receives each month from this plan PR77_PENAMTNOW TPENSAMT Amount person currently receives each month from this plan

PR78_PR730 ELMPSRCE
Did most recent lump-sum payment come from person's former job or business, or did it 
come from a former spouse's job or business? PR78_LUMPSRCE ELMPSRCE

Did most recent lump-sum payment come from person's former job or business, or did it come 
from a former spouse's job or business?

PR79_PR740 EJOBRETI Has person ever retired from a job or business? Not Asked
PR80_PR750 EWRK5YRS Has person ever worked for pay as much as 5 years or more? Not Asked

PR81_PR751 ESCREPEN Was person's retirement/longest employment/pension - from a job or business Not Asked
PR82_PR760, 
PR83_PR770 EJBINDRP Industry code for job from which person retired/worked longest/got lump-sum Not Asked

PR84_PR780, 
PR85_PR781 TJBOCCRP Occupation code for job from which person retired/worked longest/got lump-sum Not Asked

PR86_PR790 - 
PR89_PR830 RCLWRKR Recode for person's class of worker-private profit/nonprofit, gov't, family, military Not Asked

PR90_PR840 EMULTLOC Did person's employer operate in more than one location? Not Asked
PR91_PR850 ENUMWORK Number of people employed at person's location of work Not Asked
PR92_PR860 EEMPLALL Number of people employed by person's employer at all locations Not Asked
PR93_PR870 EUNIONYN Was person covered under a union or employee ass'n contract? Not Asked
PR94_PR880 THRSWEEK  Hours per week person usually worked at job Not Asked
PR95_PR890 EWKSYRS Weeks per year person usually worked at job Not Asked
PR96_PR900 TYRSWRKD Years person worked at job Not Asked
PR97_PR910 EYRLRFTJ In what year did person leave job? Not Asked
PR98_PR920@1 TERNLEV1 Amount person was earning before tax deductions when left job Not Asked
PR98_PR920@2 EERNLEV2 Frequency of earnings when left job - per week, biweekly, month, year Not Asked
PR99_PR940 EHLTHPLN Is person now covered by health plan provided by former employer? Not Asked 
PR101_PR951 TBSINDRP Indus. code for business person retired/owned longest/got lump-sum Not Asked 
PR103_PR953 EBSOCCRP Occup. code for business person retired/owned longest/got lump-sum Not Asked
PR104_PR954 TMAKEMPL Maximum # of people employed at person's business at any time Not Asked
PR105_PR955 EBUSNINC Was person's business incorporated? Not Asked
PR106_PR956 TBUSHRSW Hours per week person usually worked at business Not Asked
PR107_PR957 EBUSWKSY Weeks per year person usually worked at business Not Asked
PR108_PR958 TBUSLONG Years person worked at business Not Asked
PR109_PR959 EBUSLEAV In what year did person leave business? Not Asked
PR110_PR960@1 TBUSERN1 Amount person was earning before tax deductions when left business Not Asked
PR110_PR960@2 EBUSERN2 Frequency of earnings when left business Not Asked
PR111_PR970 EBUSHLTH Is person now covered by health plan provided by former business? Not Asked
PR112_PR980 ESTDLVNG Comparison of current standard of living with that from the early Fifties Not Asked



Appendix B.3 Crosswalk for Marital History 
2008 SIPP Wave 2 Topical Module --> 2014 SSA Supplement

2008 SIPP SSA Supplement

2008 SIPP 2008 SIPP 2008 SIPP SSA Supplement SSA Supplement SSA Supplement
Instrument Name Variable 1. Question Description Instrument Name Variable 1. Question Description

TMMS or MSCHK EMS What is person's current marital status? 
MS_VERIFY, SSA_MS, or 
MS_POINT EMS_S What is person's current marital status? 

TMSP@TMLNSP EPNSPOUS Who in HH is person's spouse? (Spouse's person number) WHO_SPOUSE EPNSPOUSE_S Who in HH is person's spouse? (Spouse's person number)
XMAR or CONFIRM1 EXMAR Number of times person was married SSA_TIMES_MARRIED EXMAR_S Number of times person was married

N/A EMARPTH
Edit-derived recode that determines which marital event dates are 
required for person married two or more times N/A EMARPTH

Edit-derived recode that determines which marital event dates are required 
for person married two or more times

N/A N/A N/A N/A RSSMC 
Same-sex married couple edit-derived recode that distinguishes whether or 
not a married couple is the same sex  - New recode

First Event First Event 
RMDAT1@MO/RMDAT1@YR or 
DATE1@MO/DATE1@YR TFMYEAR Month/Year of first marriage MAR_MO/MAR_YR TMAR1_YR Month/Year of first or only marriage 
WIDIV1 EWIDIV1 Did first marriage end in widowhood or divorce? WIDIV1 EWIDIV1 Did first marriage end in widowhood or divorce?
WIDYR1@MO/WIDYR1@YR or 
DIVYR1@MO/DIVYR1@YR TFTYEAR Month/Year of first termination (widowed or divorced) WID_MO/WID_YR TWID1_YR Month/Year of first or only widowhood 

2. DIV_MO/DIV_YR TDIV1_YR Month/Year of first or only divorce 
STOP1@MO/STOP1@YR TFSYEAR Month/Year of first separation STOPLIV_MO/STOPLIV_YR TSEP1_YR Month/Year of first or only separation 

Second Event Second Event
DATE2@MO/DATE2@YR TSMYEAR Month/Year of second marriage MAR_MO/MAR_YR TMAR2_YR Month/Year of second marriage 
WIDIV2 EWIDIV2 Did second marriage end in widowhood or divorce? WIDIV2 EWIDIV2 Did second marriage end in widowhood or divorce?
WIDYR2@MO/WIDYR2@YR or 
DIVYR2@MO/DIVYR2@YR TSTYEAR Month/Year of second termination WID_MO/WID_YR TWID2_YR Month/Year of second widowhood 

2. DIV_MO/DIV_YR TDIV2_YR Month/Year of second divorce 
STOP2@MO/STOP2@YEAR TSSYEAR Month/Year of second separation STOPLIV_MO/STOPLIV_YR TSEP2_YR Month/Year of second separation 

Third Event Third Event
RMDAT@MO/RMDAT@YR or 
DATE0@MO/DATE0@YR or 
DATER@MO/DATER@YR TLMYEAR Month/Year of only or last (most recent) marriage MAR_MO/MAR_YR TMAR3_YR Month of most recent marriage (when multiple marriages)
WIDYRR@MO/WIDYRR@YR or 
DIVYRR@MO/DIVYRR@YR TLTYEAR Month/Year of only or last termination WID_MO/WID_YR TWID3_YR Month of most recent widowhood 

2. DIV_MO/DIV_YR TDIV3_YR Year of most recent divorce 
STOPR1@MO/STOPR1@YR or 
STOPR2@MO/STOPR2@YR TLSYEAR Month/Year of only or last separation STOPLIV_MO/STOPLIV_YR TSEP3_YR Month of most recent separation 
1. For month/year dates, only the year variables are released
2. Widowhood and divorce are combined as termination in 2008 SIPP.



Appendix B.4 Crosswalk for Work Disability 
2008 SIPP Wave 2 Topical Module --> 2014 SSA Supplement

2008 SIPP SSA Supplement

2008 SIPP 2008 SIPP 2008 SIPP SSA Supplement SSA Supplement SSA Supplement
Instrument Name Variable Question Description Instrument Name Variable Question Description

Not Asked FIND_KEEPWORK EFKWRK_SCRNR 1. 
Does person have a long-lasting physical or mental condition that has made it difficult 
to remain employed or find a job? 

Not Asked DIFF_TO_WORK EDIFFWORK
To what extent does person's condition make it difficult to remain employed or find a 
job?

LMTVER ELMTVER
Verify if person does or does not still have a health condition that limits the kind or amount 
of work at a job or business LIMWORK_CHK EWRKDISABL 1.

Verify if person does or does not still have a health condition that limits the kind or 
amount of work at a job or business 

Not Asked WORK_DISABL
Does person have a condition that limits the kind or amount of work done at job or 
business?

LMTWHEN@MO ELMTMO Month person became limited in kind or amount of work done at a job or business
Not Asked 

LMTWHEN@YR TLMTYR Year person became limited in kind/amount of work done at a job or business
Not Asked 

Not Asked LIMWORK_AGE TLIMWRKAGE Age person became limited in the kind or amount of work done at a job or business
LMTEMP ELMTEMP Was person employed at the time the work limitation began? LIMEMPL ELIMEMPL Was person employed at the time the work limitation began?
WKBLMT@MO EWKLTMO Before limitation began, month person last worked at a job or business Not Asked 
WKBLMT@YR TWKLTYR Before limitation began, year person last worked at a job or business Not Asked 

Not Asked BEFORLIM_AGE TAGELASTW Before limitation began, age person last worked at a job or business
ALLCOND@1 - 
ALLCOND@30

EALLCON1 - 
EALLCON30

What condition or conditions cause person's work limitation? - Mark all that apply  (Answer 
list of 30 categories) COND1_WORK/COND1_CODE TCONDW1

What condition or conditions cause person's work limitation?  (Answer list of 400+ 
categoriesfrom the ICD-10)

COND2_WORK/COND2_CODE TCONDW2 Any other conditions?
COND3_WORK/COND3_CODE TCONDW3 Any other condition?

MNCOND EMNCOND Which condition does person consider to be the main reason for the work limitation? MAIN_CONDW TMAINCONDW Which condition does person consider to be the main reason for the work limitation?

MNCAUS EMNCAUS Was person's main condition caused by an accident or injury? CONDW_CAUSE EACCIDENT Was person's main condition caused by an accident or injury?

MNLOC EMNLOC Where did the accident or injury take place?  Was it: on job, in military, at home, or other CAUSE_LOCATION
Where did the accident or injury take place?  Was it: on job, in military, at home, or 
other 

PREVWK EPREVWK Does person's health or condition prevent working at a job or business? PREVENT_WORK EPREVWORK 1. Does person's health or condition prevent working at a job or business? 
PREVBEG@MO EPREVBMO Month person become unable to work at a job or business Not Asked 
PREVBEG@YR TPREVBYR Year person become unable to work at a job or business Not Asked 

Not Asked PREVWORK_AGE TPRVWRKAGE Age person became unable to work at a job or business
Not Asked LIKELY_TO_WORK ELIKLY2WRK How likely is person to work in the future?

NOWFPT ENOWFPT Is person now able to work full-time, only part-time, or not at all? NOWFT_PT ENOWFTPT Is person now able to work full-time, only part-time, or not at all?



NOWOCC ENOWOCC Is person now able to work regularly, only occasionally or irregularly, or not at all? WORK_REG EWORKREG Is person now able to work regularly, only occasionally or irregularly, or not at all?

NOWSAME ENOWSAME Is person now able to do the same kind of work done before limitation began? SAME_WORK ESAMEWRK Is person now able to do the same kind of work done before limitation began?
* Age in 2008 SIPP Work Disability: 16 - 67 years old
   Age in SSA Supplement Work Disability: 18 - 72 years old
1. Model-based imputation variable.  The answer to FIND_KEEPWORK is used to create EFKWRK_SCRNR, which is used to edit EDIFFWORK.



Appendix B.5 Crosswalk for Adult Disability 
2008 SIPP Wave 6 Topical Module --> 2014 SSA Supplement

2008 SIPP SSA Supplement

2008 SIPP 2008 SIPP 2008 SIPP SSA Supplement SSA Supplement SSA Supplement
Instrument Name Variable Question Description Instrument Name Variable Question Description

ADQ1 EHSTAT Is the person's health in general excellent, very good, good, fair, or poor? HLTHSTAT_CHK EHLTHSTAT
Verifying that as of today, the person's health is in general excellent, very good, good, 
fair, or poor?

HLTHSTAT Is the person's health in general excellent, very good, good, fair, or poor?
ADQ2@1 ECANE Does person use a cane, crutches, or walker? CANE_AID ECANE Does person use a cane, crutches, or walker?
ADQ2@2 EWCHAIR Does person use a wheelchair, electric scooter, or similar aid? WHEELCHAIR EWCHAIR Does person use a wheelchair, electric scooter, or similar aid?
ADQ2@3 EHEARAID Does person use a hearing aid? HEARINGAID EHEARAID Does person use a hearing aid?
ADQ3 ECANE6 Has person used a cane, crutches, or walker for 6 months or longer? CANE6MO ECANE6 Has person used a cane, etc. for 6 months or longer?

ADQ4 ESEEDIF
Does person have difficulty seeing words and letters in ordinary newspaper 
print even when wearing glasses or contact lenses if they are usually worn? SEEING_CHK 1. ESEEDIF

Verifying whether or not person is blind or has serious difficulty seeing, (even 
when wearing glasses or contacts.) 

SEEING_SSA
As of today, is person blind or have serious difficulty seeing, even when wearing glasses 
or contacts?

ADQ5 ESEENOT Is person able to see the words and letters in ordinary newspaper print at Not Asked

ADQ6 EHEARDIF
Does person have difficulty hearing what is said in a normal conversation 
with another person (even when wearing a hearing aid?) HEARING_CHK 1. EHEARDIF Verifying whether or not person is deaf or has serious difficulty hearing.

HEARING_SSA
As of today, is person deaf or have serious difficulty hearing (even when wearing a 
hearing aid)?

ADQ7 EHEARNOT Is person able to hear what is said in a normal conversation at all? Not Asked
ADQ8 ESPEECHD Difficulty having speech understood? SPEECH_DIF ESPEECHD Difficulty having speech understood in the language spoken at home?

ADQ9 ESPEECHC In general, able to understand person's speech at all? SPEECH_C ESPEECH_C In general, able to understand person's speech at all in the language spoken at home?
ADQ10 EDIF10 Difficulty lifting and carrying 10 pounds - like a bag of groceries? LIFT10_DIF EDIF10 Difficulty lifting and carrying 10 pounds - like a bag of groceries?
ADQ11 ECANT10 Able to lift and carry a 10 pound bag of groceries at all? LIFT10_C ECANT10 Able to lift and carry a 10 pound bag of groceries at all?
ADQ12 EDIF25 Difficulty lifting and carrying a 25 pound bag of pet food? LIFT25_DIF EDIF25 Difficulty lifting and carrying a 25 pound bag of pet food?
ADQ13 ECANT25 Able to lift and carry a 25 pound bag of pet food at all? LIFT25_C ECANT25 Able to lift and carry a 25 pound bag of pet food at all?

ADQ14 EPUSHD Difficulty pushing or pulling large objects such as a living room chair? PUSH_DIF EPUSHD Difficulty pushing or pulling large objects such as a living room chair?
ADQ15 EPUSHC Able to push or pull large objects at all? PUSH_C EPUSH_C Able to push or pull large objects at all?
ADQ16@1 ESTANDD Difficulty standing or being on feet for one hour? STAND_DIF ESTANDD Difficulty standing or being on feet for one hour?
ADQ16@2 ESITD Difficulty sitting for one hour? SIT_DIF ESITD Difficulty sitting for one hour?
ADQ16@3 ESTOOPD Difficulty stooping, crouching, or kneeling? STOOP_DIF ESTOOPD Difficulty stooping, crouching, or kneeling?
ADQ16@4 EREACHD Difficulty reaching over head? REACH_DIF EREACHD Difficulty reaching over head?

ADQ17 EGRASPD
Difficulty using hands and fingers to do things such as picking up a glass or 
grasping a pencil? GRASP_DIF EGRASPD

Difficulty using hands and fingers to do things such as picking up a glass or grasping a 
pencil?

ADQ18 EGRASPC Able to use hands and fingers to grasp and handle at all? GRASP_C EGRASP_C Able to use hands and fingers to grasp and handle at all?



ADQ19 ESTAIRSD Difficulty walking up a flight of 10 stairs? STAIRS_DIF ESTAIRSD Difficulty walking up a flight of 10 stairs?
ADQ20 ESTAIRSC Able to walk up a flight of 10 stairs at all? STAIRS_C ESTAIRS_C Able to walk up a flight of 10 stairs at all?
ADQ21 EWALKD Difficulty walking a quarter mile or 3 city blocks? WALK_DIF EWALKD Difficulty walking a quarter mile or 3 city blocks?
ADQ22 EWALKC Able to walk a quarter mile at all? WALK_C EWALK_C Able to walk a quarter mile at all?
ADQ23 ETELED Difficulty using an ordinary telephone? PHONE_DIF ETELED Difficulty using an ordinary telephone?
ADQ24 ETELEC Able to use an ordinary telephone at all? PHONE_C ETELE_C Able to use an ordinary telephone at all?
ADQ25@1 EINDIF Difficulty getting around inside the home? IN_DIF EINDIF Difficulty getting around inside the home?

ADQ25@2 EOUTDIF
Difficulty going outside the home to run errands like to shop or doctor's 
office? OUT_DIF EOUTDIF Difficulty going outside the home to run errands like to shop or doctor's office?

ADQ25@3 EBEDDIF Difficulty getting in and out of bed or a chair? BED_DIF EBEDDIF Difficulty getting in and out of bed or a chair?
ADQ25@4 EBATHDIF Difficulty taking a bath or shower? BATH_DIF EBATH_DIF Difficulty taking a bath or shower?
ADQ25@5 EDRESSD Difficulty dressing? DRESSING_DIF EDRESS_DIF Difficulty dressing?
ADQ25@6 EWALK2D Difficulty walking? WALKING_DIF EWALK2D Difficulty walking?
ADQ25@7 EEATDIF Difficulty eating? EAT_DIF EEATDIF Difficulty eating?
ADQ25@8 ETOILETD Difficulty using or getting to the toilet? TOILET_DIF ETOILET_D Difficulty using or getting to the toilet?
ADQ25@9 EMONEYD Difficulty keeping track of money or bills? MONEY_DIF EMONEYD Difficulty keeping track of money or bills?
ADQ25@10 EMEALSD Difficulty preparing meals? MEALS_DIF EMEALSD Difficulty preparing meals?

ADQ25@11 EHWORKD Difficulty doing light housework like washing dishes or sweeping a floor? HWORK_DIF EHWORKD Difficulty doing light housework like washing dishes or sweeping a floor?

ADQ25@12 EMEDD Difficulty taking the right amount of prescribed medicine at the right time? MED_DIF EMEDD Difficulty taking the right amount of prescribed medicine at the right time?
Not Asked NET_DIF ENETDIF Difficulty accessing the Internet on a computer or mobile device?

ADQ26@1 EINHELP Need the help of another person with getting around inside the home? HELP1 EINHELP Need the help of another person with getting around inside the home?

ADQ26@2 EOUTHELP Need the help of another person with going outside the home? HELP2 EOUTHELP Need the help of another person with going outside the home?

ADQ26@3 EBEDHELP Need the help of another person with getting in and out of bed or a chair? HELP3 EBEDHELP Need the help of another person with getting in and out of bed or a chair?

ADQ26@4 EBATHH Need the help of another person with taking a bath or shower? HELP4 EBATH_HELP Need the help of another person with taking a bath or shower?
ADQ26@5 EDRESSH Need the help of another person with dressing? HELP5 EDRESS_HLP Need the help of another person with dressing?
ADQ26@6 EWALK2H Need the help of another person with walking? HELP6 EWALK2H Need the help of another person with walking?
ADQ26@7 EEATHELP Need the help of another person with eating? HELP7 EEATHELP Need the help of another person with eating?

ADQ26@8 ETOILETH Need the help of another person with using or getting to the toilet? HELP8 ETOILET_H Need the help of another person with using or getting to the toilet?

ADQ26@9 EMONEYH Need the help of another person with keeping track of money or bills? HELP9 EMONEYH Need the help of another person with keeping track of money or bills?
ADQ26@10 EMEALSH Need the help of another person with preparing meals? HELP10 EMEALSH Need the help of another person with preparing meals?
ADQ26@11 EHWORKH Need the help of another person with doing light housework? HELP11 EHWORKH Need the help of another person with doing light housework?
ADQ26@12 EMEDH Need the help of another person with taking medicine? HELP12 EMEDH Need the help of another person with taking medicine?

Not Asked HELP13 ENETHLP Need the help of another person with accessing the Internet?
AD27A EHELPER1 Who generally helps person with these activities? HELPER_REL1 EHELPER1 Who generally helps person with these activities?

AD27B EHHMEMB1 Is person's (first) helper a member of this household? (If yes, Enter name) HELPHHMEM1 EHHMEMB1 Is person's (first) helper a member of this household or not a member?
AD27C EHELPER2 Does anyone else help person with these activities? HELPER_REL2 EHELPER2 Does anyone else help person with these activities?



AD27D EHHMEMB2 Is person's (second) helper a member of this household? (If yes, Enter name) HELPHHMEM2 EHHMEMB2 Is person's (second) helper a member of this household or not a member?
ADQ29 EHOWLONG How long has person needed the help of another person? HELP_HOWLONG EHOWLONG How long has person needed the help of another person?

ADQ30 EPAYHELP
During the past month, did person or family pay for any of the help 
received? PAYHELPER EPAYHELP During the past month, did person or family pay for any of the help received?

ADQ31 TPAYAMT Amount paid for help last month HELP_PAYAMT TPAYAMT Amount paid for help last month
ADQ32@1 - 
ADQ32@3 ECOND1 - ECOND3

What condition or conditions cause person's difficulty with certain 
activities?  (Mark up to 3) COND1/COND1_CODE TCONDP1 What condition or conditions cause person's difficulty with certain activities?  

   COND2/COND2_CODE TCONDP2 Any other conditions?
COND3/COND3_CODE TCONDP3 Any other condition?

ADQ33@1 - 
ADQ33@3

ECONDPH1 - 
ECONDPH3

What condition or conditions cause person's fair or poor health problems?  
(Mark up to 3)

COND1_FPHLTH/ 
FPHLTH1_CODE TCONDP1 What condition or conditions cause person's fair or poor health problems?  
COND2_FPHLTH/ 
FPHLTH2_CODE TCONDP2 Any other conditions?
COND3_FPHLTH/ 
FPHLTH3_CODE TCONDP3 Any other condition?

ADQ34 EMOTORV Is condition the result of a motor vehicle accident? Not Asked

ADQ35 EMAIN1 Which condition does person consider to be the main reason for difficulties? MAIN_CONDITION TMAIN Which condition does person consider to be the main reason for difficulties?

Not Asked COND_ONSET EONSET
Was this a gradual onset condition that became worse over time, or was it a sudden 
onset condition that began to affect the person immediately?

ADQ36@YR TYEAR1 Year when main condition first began to bother person Not Asked
ADQ36B@MN EMONTH1 Month when main condition first began to bother person Not Asked
ADQ37 Has condition lasted for at least 5 months? Not Asked

Not Asked ONSET_AGE TONSET_AGE Age when main condition first began to bother person
Not Asked ONSET6MO EONSET6MO Did person's condition start in the last 6 months?

ADQ38 ELAST12M Is this condition expected to last for at least 12 more months? COND_LAST12MO ELAST12M Is this condition expected to last for at least 12 more months?
ADQ39@1 ELDIS Does person have a learning disability such as dyslexia? LEARN_DIS ELDIS Does person have a learning disability such as dyslexia?
ADQ39@2 EMR Does person have Mental retardation? INTELLECT_DIS EMR Does person have an intellectual disability? (Formerly mental retardation)

ADQ39@3 EDEVDIS Does person have a developmental disability like autism or cerebral palsy? DEVEL_DIS EDEVDIS Does person have a developmental disability like autism or cerebral palsy?

ADQ39@4 EALZ Does person have Alzheimer's disease or serious confusion or forgetfulness? ALZ_FORGET EALZ Does person have Alzheimer's disease or serious confusion or forgetfulness?
ADQ39@5 EOTHERM Does person have any other mental or emotional condition? OTH_MENTAL_DIS EOTHERM Does person have any other mental or emotional condition?
ADQ40 EANXIOUS Is person frequently depressed or anxious? ANXIOUS_DIF EANXIOUS Is person frequently depressed or anxious?

ADQ41@1 ESOCIAL
Does person have trouble getting along with other people and making and 
keeping friendships? SOCIAL_DIF ESOCIAL

Does person have trouble getting along with other people and making and keeping 
friendships?

ADQ41@2 ECTRATE
Does person have trouble concentrating long enough to finish everyday 
tasks? CONCENTRATE_DIF ECONCEN Does person have trouble concentrating long enough to finish everyday tasks?

ADQ41@3 ECOPE Does person have trouble coping with day-to-day stresses? COPE_DIF ECOPE Does person have trouble coping with day-to-day stresses?

ADQ42 EINTRFER
During the past 12 months, did the problems just mentioned seriously 
interfere with person's ability to manage everyday activities? INTERFER_DIF EINTERFER

During the past 12 months, did the problems just mentioned seriously interfere with 
person's ability to manage everyday activities?

ADQ43 EJOBDIF
Does person have a long-lasting physical or mental condition that has made 
it difficult to remain employed or find a job? Asked in Work Disability



ADQ44 EJOBCANT Does person's health or condition prevent working at a job or business? Asked in Work Disability

ADQ45 EHWRKDIF Does person's health or condition limit kind or amount of housework? Not Asked

ADQ46 EHWRKNO Does person's health or condition completely prevent doing housework? Not Asked
ADQ47@1 - 
ADQ47@3

ECONDW1 - 
ECONDW3

What condition or conditions cause person's work limitation?  (Mark all that 
apply) Asked in Work Disability

ADQ48@1 EMAIN2 Which condition does person consider to be the main reason for limitation? Asked in Work Disability

ADQ49 EAPPLYSS
In last 12 months, has person applied for Social Security disability benefits 
for self? APPLYSS EAPPLYSS Has person EVER applied for Social Security disability benefits for self?

Not Asked DISABL_INCOME EDINC Has person EVER received any income because of disability or health condition?

Not Asked

DIS_INC_TYPE1 - 
DIS_INC_TYPE6 .

EDINC_TYP1 - 
EDINC_TYP6 What type of disability income did person receive? 

Not Asked _12M_DIS_INC E12M_DINC Did person receive this income in the last 12 months?
ADQ50 ECOMPUTE Is there a computer or laptop in this household? COMPUTER ECOMPUTER Is there a computer or mobile device in this household?

Not Asked COMPUTER_USE ECOMP_USE
Approximately how often does person use a computer or mobile device in any location, 
(that is, home, work, and/or school)?

ADQ51 ECMPHOME Use a computer at home Not Asked
ADQ52 ECMPWORK Use a computer at main job Not Asked
ADQ53 ECMPSCHL Use a computer at school Not Asked
ADQ54 EINTRNET Does person use the Internet from any location Not Asked

Not Asked INTERNET_USE EINTERNET
Approximately how often does person use the Internet in any location, (that is, home, 
work, and/or school)?

ADQ55 EINTHOME Use the Internet at home Not Asked
ADQ56 EINTWORK Use the Internet at work Not Asked
ADQ57 EINTSCHL Use the Internet at school Not Asked
ADQ58@1 EINTLIBR Use the Internet at public library Not Asked
ADQ58@2 EINTCCEN Use the Internet at community center Not Asked
ADQ58@3 EINTSOME Use the Internet at someone else's house Not Asked
ADQ58@4 EINTOTHR Use the Internet at other places Not Asked
ADQ59 EICOURSE Use the Internet to take online course Not Asked
ADQ60 EIHEALTH Use the Internet to search health information Not Asked
ADQ61 EIGOVERN Use the Internet to search gov't information Not Asked
ADQ62 EISRCHJB Use the Internet to search for a job Not Asked
ONLINE RONLINE Willing to do interview over the Internet Not Asked
INTSTILL EINTSTIL Confirm willing to do interview over the Internet Not Asked

N/A RDISAB Adult Disability recode from the Americans with Disabilities (P70) Report N/A RDISAB Adult Disability recode from the Americans with Disabilities (P70) Report 
*Age in 2008 SIPP Adult Disability: 15+ years old (some questions have subset age restrictions)
  Age in SSA Supplement Adult Disability: 18+ years old (APPLYSS is 18 - 66)
1. SEEING question on SSA Supplement does not specify printed material and also does not separate out blindness in the answer list
   HEARING question on SSA Supplement does not specify conversation and also does not separate out deafness in the answer list



Appendix B.6 Crosswalk for Child Disability 
2008 SIPP Wave 6 Topical Module --> 2014 SSA Supplement

2008 SIPP SSA Supplement

2008 SIPP 2008 SIPP 2008 SIPP SSA Supplement SSA Supplement SSA Supplement SSA 2008
Instrument Name Variable Question Description Instrument Name Variable Question Description Supp .SIPP 

CDQ1A EDDELAY
Does child have serious condition or developmental delay that limits ordinary 
activities? DEVDELAY EDEVDELAY

Does child have serious, including congenital, condition that limits child's ordinary 
activities 0 - 17 0 - 5

CDQ1B EARMLEG Does child have long-lasting condition limiting ability to move arms and legs? ARMLEGS EARMSLEGS
Does child have long-lasting or congenital condition limiting ability to move arms and 
legs? 0 - 17 0 - 2

CDQ1C ERUNPLAY Does child have condition that limits ability to walk, run, or play? Not Asked N/A 3 - 5

CDQ3 ESKOOLWK Does child have condition that limits the ability to do regular school work? SCHOOLWRK ESCHOOLWRK Does child have condition that limits the ability to do regular school work? 5 - 17 6 - 19
CDQ4 ESPECED Has child ever received special education services? SPECIAL_ED ESPECIAL_ED Has child ever received special education services? 5 - 17 6 - 19
CDQ5 ESPEDNOW Is child currently receiving special education services? SPECIAL_ED_NOW ESPCL_ED_NOW Is child currently receiving special education services? 5 - 17 6 - 19
CDQ6@1 ELERNDIS Does child have a learning disability like dyslexia? CHLEARN_DISABL ECHLEARN_DIS Does child have learning disability like dyslexia? 5 - 17 6 - 14
CDQ6@2 EKMR Does child have mental retardation? CHINTELL_DISABL ECHINTEL_DIS Does child have an intellectual disability? (Formerly mental retardation) 5 - 17 6 - 14
CDQ6@3 EKDEVDIS Does child have developmental disability like autism or cerebral palsy? CHDEV_DISABL ECHDEV_DIS Does child have developmental disability like autism or cerebral palsy? 5 - 17 6 - 14
CDQ6@4 EADHD Does child have ADHD? ADHD EADHD Does child have ADHD? 5 - 17 6 - 14

Not Asked
CHMENTAL_ILL ECHMENT_DIS Does child have a mental illness, affective or personality disorder, or conduct disorder? 5 - 17 N/A

CDQ6@5 EOTHERDC
Does child have any other developmental condition for which therapy or diagnostic 
services were received? CHOTHER_DEV_COND ECH_OTH_DEV

Does child have any other developmental condition for which therapy or diagnostic 
services were received? 5 - 17 6 - 14

CDQ6A EADHDMED Does child take medication or receive treatment for ADHD? ADHD_MEDS EADHD_MEDS Does child take medication or receive treatment for ADHD? 5 - 17 6 - 14
CDQ7@1 EKCANE Does child use a cane, crutches, or walker? CHCANE ECHCANE Does child use a cane, crutches, or walker? 5 - 17 6 - 14
CDQ7@2 EKWCHAIR Does child use a wheelchair or electric scooter? CHWCHAIR ECHWCHAIR Does child use a wheelchair or electric scooter? 5 - 17 6 - 14
CDQ7@3 EKHEARAD Does child use a hearing aid? CHHEARAID ECHHEARAID Does child use a hearing aid? 5 - 17 6 - 14
CDQ8 EKCANE6 Has child used a cane, crutches, or walker for 6 months or longer? CHCANE6 ECHCANE6 Has child used a cane, crutches, or walker for 6 months or longer? 5 - 17 6 - 14

CDQ9 EKSEEDIF
Does person have difficulty seeing words and letters in ordinary newspaper print 
even when wearing glasses or contact lenses if they are usually worn? CHSEEING_CHK 1. ECHSEEING

Verifying whether or not person is blind or has serious difficulty seeing, (even 
when wearing glasses or contacts.) 0 - 17 6 - 14

CHSEEING_SSA
As of today, is person blind or have serious difficulty seeing, even when wearing 
glasses or contacts? 0 - 17 6 - 14

CDQ10 EKSEENOT Is person able to see the words and letters in ordinary newspaper print at all? Not Asked N/A 6 - 14

CDQ11 EKHEARDF
Does person have difficulty hearing what is said in a normal conversation with 
another person (even when wearing a hearing aid?) CHHEARING_CHK 1. ECHHEARING Verifying whether or not person is deaf or has serious difficulty hearing 0 - 17 6 - 14

CHHEARING_SSA
As of today, is person deaf or have serious difficulty hearing (even when wearing a 
hearing aid)? 0 - 17 6 - 14

CDQ12 EKHEARNT Is person able to hear what is said in a normal conversation at all? Not Asked N/A 6 - 14

CDQ13 EKSPECHD Difficulty having child's speech understood? CHSPEECH_DIF ECHSPEECH Difficulty having child's speech understood in the language spoken in the home? 5 - 17 6 - 14

CDQ14 EKSPECHC In general, able to understand child's speech at all? CHSPEECH_C ECHSPEECH_C
In general, able to understand child's speech at all in the language spoken in the 
home? 5 - 17 6 - 14

Age Universe



CDQ15 ESPORTS
Does child have a condition that limits the ability to walk, run, or take part in sports 
and games? SPORTS_DIF ESPORTS_DIF

Does child have a condition that limits the ability to walk, run, or take part in sports 
and games? 5 - 17 6 - 14

CDQ16 EKINDIF Does child have difficulty getting around inside the home? CHIN_DIF ECHIN_DIF Does child have difficulty getting around inside the home? 5 - 17 6 - 14
CDQ17 EKINHELP Need the help of another person with getting around inside the home? CHILD_HELP1 ECHIN_HELP Need the help of another person with getting around inside the home? 5 - 17 6 - 14
CDQ18 EKBEDDIF Does child have  difficulty getting in and out of bed or a chair? CHBED_DIF ECHBED_DIF Does child have  difficulty getting in or out of bed or a chair? 5 - 17 6 - 14

CDQ19 EKBEDHLP Need the help of another person with getting in and out of bed or a chair? CHILD_HELP2 ECHBED_HELP Need the help of another person with getting in or out of bed or a chair? 5 - 17 6 - 14
CDQ20 EKBATHDF Does child have difficulty taking a bath or shower? CHBATH_DIF ECHBATH_DIF Does child have difficulty taking a bath or shower? 5 - 17 6 - 14
CDQ21 EKBATHH Need the help of another person with taking a bath or shower? CHILD_HELP3 ECHBATH_HELP Need the help of another person with taking a bath or shower? 5 - 17 6 - 14
CDQ22 EKDRESSD Does child have difficulty putting on clothes? CHDRESS_DIF ECHDRESS_DIF Does child have difficulty putting on clothing? 5 - 17 6 - 14
CDQ23 EKDRESSH Need the help of another person with putting on clothes? CHILD_HELP4 ECHDRESS_HLP Need the help of another person with putting on clothing? 5 - 17 6 - 14
CDQ24 EKEATDIF Does child have difficulty eating food? CHEAT_DIF ECHEAT_DIF Does child have difficulty eating food? 5 - 17 6 - 14
CDQ25 EKEATHLP Need the help of another person with eating food? CHILD_HELP5 ECHEAT_HELP Need the help of another person with eating food? 5 - 17 6 - 14
CDQ26 EKTOILTD Does child have difficulty using or getting to the toilet? CHTOILET_DIF ECHTOILT_DIF Does child have difficulty using or getting to the toilet? 5 - 17 6 - 14
CDQ27 EKTOILTH Need the help of another person with using or getting to the toilet? CHILD_HELP6 ECHTOILT_HLP Need the help of another person with using or getting to the toilet? 5 - 17 6 - 14

CDQ28 EKSOCIAL
Does child have difficulty playing with or getting along with other children of the 
same age? CHILD_SOCIAL_DIF ECH_SOC_DIF

Does child have difficulty playing with or getting along with other children of the same 
age? 3 - 17 6 - 14

CDQ29@1 -
CDQ29@3

EKCOND1 - 
EKCOND3

What condition or conditions cause child's difficulty with certain activities? - Mark 
up to 3  (Answer list of 30 categories)

CHILD_COND1/ 
COND1_CODE TCONDP1

What condition or conditions cause child's difficulty with certain activities?  (Answer 
list of 400+ categoriesfrom the ICD-10) 0 - 17 6 - 14

CHILD_COND2/ 
COND1_CODE TCONDP2 Any other conditions? 0 - 17 6 - 14
CHILD_COND3/ 
COND1_CODE TCONDP3 Any other condition? 0 - 17 6 - 14

CDQ30 EKMOTORV Is child's condition the result of a motor vehicle accident? Not Asked N/A 6 - 14
N/A RKDISAB Child Disability recode from the Americans with Disabilities (P70) Report N/A RKDISAB Child Disability recode from the Americans with Disabilities (P70) Report 0 - 17 0 - 19

*Age in 2008 SIPP Child Disability: 0 - 19 years old is the overall universe 
  Age in SSA Supplement Child Disability: 0 - 17 years old is the overall universe
1. SEEING question on SSA Supplement does not specify printed material and also does not separate out blindness in the answer list
     HEARING question on SSA Supplement does not specify conversation and also does not separate out deafness in the answer list
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